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Summary

During the winters of 1990-98, we gathered considerable data on skier-triggered dry slab
avalanches. In this report, we contrast the snowpack characteristics from:
• 32 trigger points outside avalanche start zones (remotely triggered slabs and whumpfs),
• 82 start zones where skiers triggered dry slabs,
• 16 start zones triggered remotely by skiers, and
• 87 start zones that were skier-tested but not triggered.
At these sites, we observed snowpack depth, the load, depth and density of the slab, as well as the
hardness, grain type, shear strength and age of the failure or weak layer. At a smaller number of
sites we did rutschblock and compression tests.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to identify the snowpack properties of trigger points
outside avalanche start zones. In contrast to skier-triggered start zones, trigger points outside start
zones tend to have a relatively thin snowpack, and the failure layers are deeper, older and warmer
than in skier-triggered start zones. In all 32 cases of remote triggering, we found the failure layer
to consist of persistent grains (facets, depth hoar or surface hoar). We found depth hoar in the
failure layers at 22% of remote trigger points but did not find it in the failure layers of skier-
triggered start zones.

As an indication of how long layers of surface hoar, depth hoar and facets can persist in the
snowpack, 25% of those triggered by skiers had been buried at least 13 days.

In the Applications section of the report, we use the results to make suggestions about route
selection, regrouping sites, sites for snowpack observations, probing, ski-testing and avalanche
control.

Although the data are from the Columbia Mountains, some of the results are relevant wherever
people ski dry snow in avalanche terrain.

Introduction

In 1977, Perla published an article summarizing the dimensions of slab avalanches, as well as
some snowpack and terrain properties associated with avalanching. The article provided much
needed data on slab avalanches, and is still widely referenced. Since then, Stethem and Perla
(1980) and Föhn (1993) have summarized snowpack data on avalanches. This report also
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compiles data on avalanches but focuses on skier-triggered avalanches and trigger points outside
avalanche start zones. The objectives of this report are to
• compile data on the properties of the snowpack, the slab and the failure/weak layers

associated with skier-triggered slab avalanches,
• identify snowpack characteristics for remote triggering, and
• make some suggestions for route selection, operational snowpack observations and avalanche

control based on the compiled data.

Remote trigger points and whumpfs

For the purpose of this report, we define a remote trigger point as a site outside an avalanche start
zone where a skier initiates a fracture that propagates along a weak snowpack layer. This differs
from the Canadian Avalanche Association’s definition which requires that the fracture releases an
avalanche and also that the snow at the trigger point does not slide: “A remote [avalanche] is one
occurring at some distance (typically > 5 m) from the probable trigger point. The snow at the
trigger point does not move” (CAA, 1995). If a skier triggers an avalanche from a location below
the start zone that is overrun by the avalanche, we would consider it remote (outside the start
zone) but the CAA definition would not consider it to be remote since the snow at the trigger
point slides.

A whumpf is the sound or feeling associated with a fracture propagating through a weak
snowpack layer (Jamieson and McClung, 1996). Downward displacement of the surface of the
snowpack and perimeter cracking may or may not be noticed. (This phenomenon is sometimes
incorrectly called “settlement”.) In some cases, the fracture does not reach avalanche terrain and
no avalanche is released. If the fracture starts outside an avalanche start zone, we consider it to be
a remote trigger point whether or not an avalanche occurs.

Measurements

Between 1990 and 1998, staff from the research project and supporting agencies measured the
properties of the snowpack noted in Tables 1 and 2 in
• the Purcells near Bobby Burns Lodge,
• the Cariboos and Monashees near Blue River, and
• the Selkirks at Rogers Pass and Kootenay Pass.
We have not included similar measurements from the Rocky Mountains in this report.

A start zone is considered skier-tested if one or more people try to start an avalanche by skiing.
This involves skiing across the slope and pushing downwards with the skis at places believed
sensitive to skier triggering, such as low on a convex portion of a slope.

The measurements for start zones are made at a site in or close to the start zone where an
experienced observer judges the snowpack properties to be similar to those where the start zone
was skier-tested. We tested 50% of the start zones and trigger points the same day as the
avalanche or whumpf and did an additional 42% the next day. The remaining 8% were done 2-3
days after the avalanche or whumpf. We rejected measurements done 1-3 days after the avalanche
or whumpf if the observers reported that snowpack conditions had changed substantially.
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When selecting start zones for measurements, we preferred start zones in which the failure layer
was likely to be persistent. So, although 57% of the failure layers in skier triggered start zones
were persistent (Table 1), this does not imply that such a high percentage of skier-triggered slabs
in the Columbia Mountains release on persistent weak layers. Although Stethem and Perla (1980)
and Föhn (1993) did not focus on skier triggered avalanches, they present summaries of the weak
layers that release avalanches without our bias for persistent weak layers. No such observational
bias exists for trigger points since we try to get to as many remotely triggered slab avalanches and
whumpfs as practical.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to report the age of weak layers when the overlying slabs
were skier-triggered. However, the age is only available for persistent weak layers (facets, depth
hoar or surface hoar) for which our staff and supporting organizations record burial dates. Föhn
(1993) reported the age of failure layers for slab avalanches but included avalanches with various
types of triggers.

To obtain estimates of slab thickness, age of persistent failure layers and grain type of the failure
layers (Tables 1 and 2), we also used the avalanche occurrence reports from Mike Wiegele
Helicopter Skiing in the Cariboos and Monashees near Blue River, BC (1990-98) and the Purcells
near Bobby Burns Lodge (1996-98). However, ski guides report the grain type and date of burial
for persistent weak layers more often than for non-persistent weak layers. Many skier-controlled
avalanches involve shallow slabs overlying non-persistent weak layers. However, these are so
common that the failure layers are generally not of interest and their grain type is rarely reported.

For the compression (or tap) test (CAA, 1995; Jamieson and Johnston, 1996), we apply
• 10 light taps with the fingertips, rotating the hand from the wrist, then
• 10 moderate taps with the knuckles, rotating the forearm from the elbow, and finally
• 10 hard taps with the fist or open palm, swinging from the shoulder.
We usually do 3 tests at each site and report the average number of taps to cause failure in the
weak layer in Table 1. If an identified weak layer does not fail in a particular test, we assign it a
score of 35. Consequently, if a particular layer fails at 26 taps in the first test and does not fail in
the second or third test, its average score is (26 + 35 + 35)/3 = 32.

Shear strengths in Table 1 are based on the shear frame test (e.g. de Quervain, 1951; Roch, 1966;
CAA, 1995). Jamieson (1995, p. 55-56) describes the specific technique we use. The shear
strength is adjusted for the area of the frame (Sommerfeld, 1980; Föhn, 1987; Jamieson, 1995,
p. 81-83).

The techniques for the other measurements are described in Observation Guidelines and
Recording Standards for Weather, Snowpack and Avalanches (CAA, 1995).

Contrasting remote trigger points with skier-triggered start zones

In contrast to skier-triggered start zones, remote trigger points have a shallower snowpack, and
deeper and heavier slabs (Table 1). Also, the failure layers are generally older and warmer.
Although the failure layers for remote triggering have generally higher strength than skier-
triggered start zones, the median values of rutschblock and compression scores are similar. This
is presumably because the stress due to the heavier slabs at the remote trigger points combines
with the stress due to tapping to cause failure in the weak layer.
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At the 32 remote trigger points summarized in Tables 1 and 2, all of the failure layers were
persistent. Also, 22% of these failure layers consisted of depth hoar whereas none of the failure
layers in the start zones consisted of depth hoar. Presumably, in most start zones in the Columbia
Mountains—which are deeper than most remote trigger points—the weak layers of faceted grains
rarely develop into depth hoar.

Contrasting skier-triggered start zones with remotely triggered start zones

In remotely triggered start zones, the snowpack is often thinner and the slab thicker and heavier
than in start zones directly triggered by skiers (Table 1). Also, the failure layers in remotely
triggered start zones are more often persistent and generally stronger than in start zones directly
triggered by skiers. Obviously, once a fracture starts in a weak layer it can spread to a start zone
and release a thick slab. Although most of the start zones triggered remotely show similar
compression and rutschblock scores to directly triggered start zones (Table 1), Logan (1993) and
Jamieson (1995, p. 185-194) give examples of apparently stable snow being triggered remotely.

Contrasting remote trigger points with remotely triggered start zones

The trigger points we studied have a shallower snowpack and thinner slabs than the start zones of
remotely triggered slabs. Also, remote trigger points have weaker failure planes than do the
remotely triggered start zones. This is consistent with the idea that fractures can start in sites
where the failure layer is weak and propagate through areas where the failure layer is stronger
and the slab thicker (Jamieson 1995, p. 185-194).

Contrasting skier-triggered start zones with start zones that were skier-tested
but not triggered

Seventy-five percent of 82 skier-triggered slabs that we measured in start zones are 56 cm or less
in thickness (85% ≤ 71cm; 90% ≤ 80 cm). Further, 75% of the 1193 skier-triggered slabs reported
by ski guides are 40 cm or less in thickness (85% ≤ 50 cm; 90% ≤ 65 cm). Since the stress
induced by skiers decreases with increasing depth (Föhn, 1987; Schweizer, 1993, 1997) we
should be aware that failure to skier-trigger a thick slab does not imply that the slab cannot be
triggered where it is thinner. Alternatively, when we want to ski-test a slab we should, where
practical, seek a place where the slab is thinner, provided the other properties of the slab and
weak layer are believed to be similar.

The failure layers for skier-triggered start zones are generally softer (median 4F-) and weaker
(shear strength 0.47 kPa) than for the weak layers in start zones that could not be skier-triggered
(median hardness 1F-, median shear strength 1.06 kPa). The shear frame test better distinguishes
between weak layers that were skier-triggered and those that were not, than does the hand
hardness test (CAA, 1995). Unfortunately, it is not well suited to operational testing of start zones
since the test requires specialized equipment and a set of 7-12 tests requires at least 30 minutes.

For skier-triggered start zones, median compression scores were lower (14 taps [moderate]) than
for stable slopes (21 taps [moderate-to-hard or hard]). Similarly, for skier-triggered start zones the
median rutschblock score was lower (RB 3) than for stable slopes (median RB 6). However, there
is a large overlap in the stable and unstable ranges of these two stability scores. This proves that
such tests are not, by themselves, a sound basis for stability evaluation. Such tests should only be
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used along with other observations of weather, snowpack and avalanche activity to assess snow
stability.

Seventy-five percent of the persistent weak layers that were skier-triggered had been buried 5 or
more days (Table 1). In many cases, the snow that covered many weak layers in the first 4 days
was probably not sufficiently cohesive to release as a slab, or perhaps the skis were penetrating
though the slab and weak layer. The fact that 25% of slabs that overlie persistent weak layers are
triggered 13 to 56 days after burial is a clear indication of just how long persistent weak layers
can remain unstable.  Föhn (1993) reported that the disappearance of weak layers was exponential
over time and that only half of weak layers had disappeared after 20 days.

The weak layers that were not skier-triggered were only slightly warmer (median -4.2°C) than the
weak layers that were triggered (median -5.5oC). These are similar to the previous reported
averages -4.6 °C (Perla, 1997), -4.6 °C (Stethem and Perla, 1980) and -5.9 °C (Föhn, 1993).
Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of these temperatures is that avalanche forecasting is about
trying to predict the behaviour of a material that is often within 5 or 6 degrees of its melting
point! For discussion and analyses of the effect of temperature on stability, see McClung (1996)
and McClung and Schweizer (1996).

Applications

When travelling in the backcountry, areas of thinner-than-average snowpack may be potential
trigger points, especially when a persistent weak layer exists in the snowpack. Once triggered,
fractures may release slabs that are thicker and possibly more stable than at the trigger point.
Snowpack depth and its variability is worth considering when selecting routes or regrouping sites
below avalanche slopes.

As Chris Stethem, Peter Schaerer, Clair Israelson and others have often reminded us, the depth of
the snowpack is an important measurement that can be obtained by probing. This simple
measurement can help identify areas of thinner-than-average snowpack and, possibly, local areas
of weakness. When observing test profiles or doing strength or stability tests, we recommend that
the snow depth be measured (or estimated) and recorded to assist those who interpret the tests and
profiles. Comments about the snow depth at the profile or test site in relation to average values in
surrounding terrain are also helpful.

Although it is difficult to generalize about where to ski-test a slope, areas where the slab, and
perhaps the snowpack, are thinner will tend to be more easily triggered. Consequently, ski testing
at such areas may contribute to a more conservative stability evaluation. However, we are not
sure if ski testing is reliable when the slab is so thin that the skis penetrate through the weak
layer.

When skiing to test snow stability or to control avalanches does not produce the desired results,
areas of thinner-than average snowpack may be better “targets” than areas of deeper snow.

The ranges of stability indices summarized in Table 1 overlap for stable and unstable slopes. This
proves that stability indices are not definitive indicators of stability. They should only be
interpreted in conjunction with other observations of weather, snowpack and avalanche activity.
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Table 1   Snowpack characteristics for skier-triggering

N Min. 25th

percentile
Median 75th

percentile
Max.

Snowpack Properties
Height of Snowpack (cm)

Remote trigger points 32 74 102 143 216 370
Start zones, skier-triggered 58 85 229 295 372 550
Start zones, remotely triggered 12 138 187.5 258 276 390
Start zones, tested not triggered 60 100 215 260 320 450

Slab Properties
Slab Thickness (cm)

Remote trigger points 32 18 40 58 79 140
Start zones, skier-triggered 82 7 26 39 56 103
Start zones, remotely triggered 16 31 53 67 83 165
Start zones, tested not triggered 87 14 36 50 74 149
Start zones, observed by guides 1193 5 20 30 40 200

Load (mm H20)
Remote trigger points 25 22 57 76 113 298
Start zones, skier-triggered 67 11 44 67 97 251
Start zones, remotely triggered 14 28 55 79 115 324
Start zones, tested not triggered 68 25 57 90 127 350

Slab Density (kg/m3)
Remote trigger points 24 106 132 143 173 214
Start zones, skier-triggered 58 76 116 144 193 375
Start zones, remotely triggered 14 90 114 126 148 197
Start zones, tested not triggered 63 91 143 166 198 395

Properties of Failure Layer
Hand Hardness

Remote trigger points 33 F F 4F 4F+ 1F+
Start zones, skier-triggered 72 F- F 4F- 4F 1F+
Start zones, remotely triggered 14 F F+ 4F 4F+ P
Start zones, tested not triggered 74 F 4F 1F- 1F P+
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Table 1, continued N Min. 25th

percentile
Median 75th

percentile
Max.

Temperature (°C)
Remote trigger points 30 -9.7 -4.4 -3.7 -2.4 -1.2
Start zones, skier-triggered 69 -19.2 -9.5 -5.5 -4.0 -2.0
Start zones, remotely triggered 15 -9.1 -6.0 -4.1 -3.2 -2.3
Start zones, tested not triggered 69 -18 -6.2 -4.2 -3.3 -1.2

Density1 (kg/m3)
Remote trigger points 6 180 196 213 244 271
Start zones, skier-triggered 17 55 100 130 173 283
Start zones, remotely triggered 1 - - 231 - -
Start zones, tested not triggered 15 105 131 175 220 330

Shear Strength (kPa)
Remote trigger points 24 0.19 0.43 0.65 0.86 1.26
Start zones, skier-triggered 59 0.04 0.28 0.47 0.69 1.93
Start zones, remotely triggered 15 0.13 0.58 0.73 1.14 1.51
Start zones, tested not triggered 63 0.30 0.65 1.06 1.60 4.02

Age of persistent weak layers (days)
Remote trigger points 22 8 11 15 26.8 42
Start zones, skier-triggered 42 1 5 10 13 56
Start zones, remotely triggered 12 2 7 10 14 20
Start zones, tested not triggered 38 9 13 17 24 50
Start zones, observed by guides 399 1 6 9 11 58

Stability Indices
Rutschblock Score

Remote trigger points 9 2 3 3 6 6
Start zones, skier-triggered 38 1 2 3 4 7
Start zones, remotely triggered 9 2 3 3 4 7
Start zones, tested not triggered 56 2 4 6 6.5 7

Compression (Tap Test) Score
Remote trigger points 25 3 12 13 15 27
Start zones, skier-triggered 36 1 8 14 17 33
Start zones, remotely triggered 4 9 11 12 14 17
Start zones, tested not triggered 44 7 14 21 25 35

1 Layers of surface hoar were too thin for density samplers.
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Table 2  Grain type of skier-tested weak layers
Grain Type1 N PP DF RG FC DH SH

Remote trigger points 31 0% 0% 0% 16% 22% 59%
Start zones, skier-triggered 82 11% 32% 1% 20% 0% 37%
Start zones, remotely triggered 16 6% 6% 0% 0% 6% 76%
Start zones, tested not triggered 74 5% 32% 12% 30% 0% 20%
Start zones, observed by guides 363 2% 4% 0% 30% 0% 64%

1 Classified according to Colbeck and others (1990)
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